Broome Tourism Strategy
FINAL September 2014

Executive Summary
•

In February 2014 a wide-ranging consultation with Broome tourism industry was undertaken, with over 160
responses received via face to face interviews, an online survey and community forums.

•

From this several key themes emerged:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

We agree on our vision for the future
We need a refreshed and revitalised brand that we can leverage to better attract our target market
We need to make it easier and less expensive to get to Broome via air
Once here, there are significant improvements that we can make for visitors in terms of experience,
infrastructure and product
All of these elements need to be addressed in order for Broome to be successful
We are willing to support eﬀorts on all of these fronts
We need a strong and representative leadership body to align us all in our eﬀorts and drive Broome forward

•

The vision for the future is simple - A future of long-term sustainable growth and shared success, through
Leadership, Leverage and Alignment.

•

There is a range of major strategies that have been identified, including brand development, a collaborative,
cross-industry aviation approach, revitalising Chinatown, developing a new marina, indigenous product
acceleration and industry service quality training.

•

The strategies sit under six strategic pillars – Brand, Aviation, Infrastructure, Visitor Experience, Product &
Events and Leadership.
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Overarching objectives of the project

•

Establish a unifying vision for tourism in Broome based on wide-ranging
consultation with Government and Industry;

•

Set specific objectives to achieve this vision; and

•

Develop strategies to progress against these objectives.
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Specific objectives of the Broome Tourism Strategy

•
•

What are the barriers to attraction or visitation?
What are the perspectives of public, government and industry stakeholder in terms of:
–
–
–
–

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strengths and weaknesses
Barriers and drivers of growth
Opportunities for the future
What is our basis for competition in the future?

What is the common vision based on these perspectives?
What are the priority objectives and initiatives that will help us achieve our vision?
How do we implement these initiatives?
How do we ensure ongoing alignment across stakeholders with the strategy and the initiatives?
How do we get industry on board to engage with, support and ultimately drive the vision and the
strategies?
What governance framework should be implemented to oversee the implementation of the strategy?
What are the roles and responsibilities within this framework, and which stakeholders should be
involved?
What measures and KPIs should be in place to measure the success of the strategy and inform future
evolution?
What are the interrelationships between this strategy and other plans and strategies that may
overlap or impact?
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Our Approach

1. Review of
existing
documentation
• We reviewed various
strategies and reports
provided by the
Broome Gateway
Committee

2. Stakeholder
consultation in
Broome
• 55 in-depth interviews
with stakeholders in
Broome and outside of
Broome (full list
provided in appendix)
• Online survey – 106
survey responses
• Two community forums
– 11 attendees

3. Case study and
competitor
review
We reviewed a number of
competing destinations to
Broome in terms of
product oﬀering and price
points, brand, marketing
support, relationships and
visitor trends
• Cairns
• Port Douglas
• Bali
• Darwin

4. Analysis,
reporting &
presentation
We analysed all of the
information and presented
the draft strategy to the
Broome Gateway
Committee

• Interim presentation to
Broome Gateway
Committee
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Backdrop observations

•

This strategy sits amongst a hierarchy of many others, including
–
–
–
–
–

•

Regional Blueprint
Town Planning Scheme
Broome Community Strategy
Broome Tourism Employment Plan
Yawuru Cultural Management Plan

In some cases this will be an input strategy into broader ones,
and in other cases an umbrella strategy for the more focused
ones

– The good news is that quite a few of the key initiatives are already
underway

•

Figuring out what to do is in some ways the easy bit
– How to make sure it gets done is where the ongoing challenge sits

•

This strategy won’t answer all questions and provide all levels of
detail
– But it does provide the framework for this to happen
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Backdrop observations

•

Overall the industry is feeling frustrated with lack of growth and progress,
there is mistrust and a perceived lack of transparency with peak bodies

•

While the impact of JPP has been recognised, there is a general feeling that
now is the time to move on and start to generate some momentum again

•

The link between a healthy Broome (with a balance of growing industries
and population) with a healthy tourism industry and then with healthy
individual operator businesses is not always recognised
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In exploring the current state of play, a range of factors were explored

Competition
Target markets
Brand

Current
Performance

Product

Tourism’s current
performance is determined by
the intersection of target
market needs, the promise
Broome is making to these
markets and able to deliver
on, and the relative strength
of this offer against the
competition.

Access
Experience
Infrastructure
Industry

Leadership and governance
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Current state of play – Current Performance

Competition
Target markets
Brand

Product
Access
Experience

Current
Performance

Infrastructure
Industry

Leadership and governance
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While the number of leisure visitors to Broome has continually been falling
since 2007, business visitors to Broome increased between 2011 and 2013

Estimated Broome Visitors and Broome Visitor Centre Numbers, 2003 – 20131,2
Holiday or leisure
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Business

Broome Visitor Centre
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1% (2003-2013)

113,500

-4% (2007-2013)

112,000
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60,000
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31,300 33,200
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Anecdotal feedback indicates that since 2013, the corporate travel market to Broome has declined due to
Woodside’s decision to not pursue onshore LNG processing

Source: 1) International and National Visitor Survey, Tourism Research Australia, Canberra. All data is YE September. Data is a
three year rolling average (i.e. “YE Sep 2013” is the average of Years Ending September 2011, 2012 and 2013).
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2) Data provided by Broome Visitor Centre, March 2014 – data is YE December

Passenger movements through BIA have increased steadily over the last decade

BIA total passenger numbers*, 2004 – YE May 20131
CAGR = 5.6%
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BIA inbound passenger numbers*, 2009 - 20132
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The number of passengers (passenger movements) through
Broome Airport has grown by 5.6% over the last 10 years

2009

Since 2004 the number of inbound passengers has more or
less plateaued, with 1% average annual growth since 2009

*Thousands of passengers
Sources :1) BITRE data provided by Tourism WA ; 2) BIA, Broome International Airport Passenger Numbers, YE December
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Business visitation is of critical importance when the impacts of seasonality are
considered

Primary reason to travel
BIA survey3
Leisure Business
100
80

35%
59%

60
40

65%
41%

20
0
Peak (09/12)

Without other industries growing at
the same time, Broome faces a far
more challenging future in terms of
accessibility and business viability

Oﬀ Peak
(04/13)

Source: 1) International and National Visitor Survey, Tourism Research Australia, Canberra. All data is YE September. Data is a
three year rolling average (i.e. “YE Sep 2013” is the average of Years Ending September 2011, 2012 and 2013).
2) Data provided by Broome Visitor Centre, March 2014 – data is YE December; 3) Broome International Airport Passenger
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Survey, April 2013

Occupancy has also been trending downwards over the last few years
Average hotel occupancy by month, 2011-20132

Annual hotel occupancy* & revenue per room, 2007-20121
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Annual hotel occupancy has been falling at an
average rate of 1.3% per annum since 2007

*ABS – establishments include hotels, motels, resorts and serviced
apartments, with 15 rooms or more

While oﬀ peak season resort occupancy was higher in early
2013 than previous years, peak season occupancy was
below 2012
• One operator reported that in the oﬀ peak season, occupancy
has dropped from around 45-50% in 2006/07 to 20-40% in
2013/14. Over the same period, in the shoulder season,
occupancy has fallen from 80% to around 65%.

Sources: 1) Tourism WA Tourism Industry Presentation, August 2013 referencing ABS occupancy data & yield derived from STR
Global RevPar Data.; 2) Occupancy data provided by a sample of hotel operators in Broome with an overall monthly average
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calculated, Feb 2014

With multiple measures and perspectives pointing in diﬀerent directions, a combined
tourism index was collated based on the information provided by industry – it’s clear
that an agreed set of measures tracking the health of tourism in Broome is required

Combined Tourism Index - Broome, 2011 vs. 2012 & 20131
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Sources: 1) Combined index of tour operator bookings, visitor centre numbers and hotel occupancy provided by a sample of
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operators, March 2014

Tourists are reportedly visiting Broome for shorter periods than in the past

•

Visitors are spending less time in Broome (3 days vs.1 week) and doing
fewer activities compared to previous years because they are more price
conscious
– “Visitors are booking later and staying for shorter periods”
– “Less tourists spending less money and staying for less time about sums it up”

•

Caravan operators reported that the retirees are now staying for shorter
periods during peak season and in fewer numbers than in the past

•

Since the GFC, campers have also decreased due to a fall in the number of
European travellers and backpackers (less work in Broome now than in the
past)
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Current state of play – Target Markets, Competition, Brand and Product

Competition
Target markets
Brand

Product
Access
Experience

Current
Performance

Infrastructure
Industry

Leadership and governance
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Target markets - Intrastate and interstate are Broome’s two key markets

International
4% (BIA) – 16% (TRA)

•

Intrastate and interstate are Broome’s two key
markets, with a higher number of visitors
coming from WA during the oﬀ peak season
–

–

Intrastate
55% peak (BIA); 70% oﬀ peak (BIA)
42% (TRA)

•
Interstate
41% peak (BIA);
26% oﬀ peak (BIA)
42% (TRA)

Melbourne is Broome Airport’s largest East coast
market, accounting for around 15% of interstate
visitors during peak season2
A large hotel provider also estimates that 16% of
their visitors in 2013 came from Melbourne and
regional Victoria

Since 2009, passenger arrivals to Broome
Airport have grown more strongly from the
major East Coast markets (Brisbane and
Melbourne) and the North West (Port Headland
and Karratha). Arrivals from Perth, Adelaide and
Darwin by comparison, have fallen3

Sources: 1) Tourism WA, ‘Broome Overnight Visitor Factsheet – YE Dec 2010/11/12 quoting Tourism Research Australia IVS & NVS’;
2) BIA Passenger Survey, April 2013; 3) Analysis based on the change in passenger arrivals, YE Dec 2009 vs YE Dec 2013 IATA data,
20
IATA Airport Intelligence Services

Target markets - Over two thirds of visitors in peak season are on holiday, with
adult couples accounting for just under a half of visitors

Primary reason to travel
BIA survey2
Leisure Business

Travel Party – domestic travellers1

Age – domestic travellers1
15-24 yrs, 4%

100
80

35%
59%

60
40

65+ yrs, 27%

Adult couple: 42%

25-44 yrs, 26%

Single: 17%

65%
41%

20

45-64 yrs, 42%

0
Peak (09/12)

Oﬀ Peak
(04/13)

Family: 16%

Friends/Relatives: 16%

• Stakeholders reported that families will
mainly stay in mid range accommodation
during school holidays, (predominantly
July), with some families with children
under school age visiting outside of
school holidays
Sources: 1) Tourism WA, ‘Broome Overnight Visitor Factsheet – YE Dec 2010/11/12 quoting Tourism Research Australia IVS & NVS’;
2) BIA Passenger Survey, April 2013
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Brand fit - A cursory analysis of visual imagery shows that, in general,
advertising is reflective of the larger market segments

22

Broome has a number of potential brand strengths but we’re not bringing
them all to the forefront

Cable beach and coastline

46

Gateway to the Kimberley
28

The awareness of the Broome brand in key target
markets
The awareness of the Kimberley brand in key target
markets

•

The strengths noted by the majority
were cable beach and the pristine
beaches, being the gateway to the
Kimberley, the rich history, the natural
environment & wilderness and the
weather

•

Many stakeholders felt that the brand
needs to reflect other strengths
beyond Cable Beach, such as the
wilderness and nature-based
experiences and indigenous heritage

21
20

Indigenous heritage and tourism oﬀering

20

Coastal cruising along the Kimberley coast

19

Pearling

18

n=771

Stakeholders agreed that Broome is an
iconic destination with many
strengths
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Wilderness and nature-based experiences

Accommodation options

14

Recreational fishing

13

Whale watching

•

10
Number of selections

Sources: 1) Haeberlin Consulting Online Survey, February – March 2014 – Qu. What	
  do	
  you	
  think	
  are	
  the	
  most	
  important	
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  Broome	
  tourism?	
  

The competition - Broome is focusing on similar target audiences to other competing
destinations
Broome

Bali

Cairns

Darwin

Port Douglas

Focus1

•
•
•
•

Reconnect with loved ones
Couples
Intrastate – Perth
Interstate - Sydney,
Melbourne, Brisbane
• International - UK,
Western Europe

• Top five markets Singapore, Malaysia,
Australia, China and Japan
• Actively promoting
ecotourism and village
tourism

• Social Fun-seekers
(Interstate)
• Connectors (Intrastate)
• Domestic – SE QLD,
Sydney, Melbourne
• International – North
America, Japan, China, UK,
NZ, Germany, France

• Nature based and
adventure
• Fishing and soft
• Cruise and conference
• Major events, particularly
in shoulder and wet
seasons
• Defence force, mining and
construction sector
(particularly VFR)

• Social Fun-seekers
(Interstate)
• Connectors (Intrastate)

Positioning2

• Place to get away and
relax
• Unique experience

• Wonderful Indonesia

• Adventurous by nature
• Gateway to the Great
Barrier Reef
• Cairns & Great Barrier
Reef positioned to grow
international and business
events markets

• Darwin:
“Lively harbour city”
“Tropical city”
“Sophisticated, modern
city”

• Revitalising by nature
• The place to get away to
• Charm meets
sophistication
• Where the A-list
celebrities go

Sources & notes
on page 36

• NT: “Do the NT”
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The competition - Recent imagery from Cairns focuses on adventure with strong ties to
the surrounding Great Barrier Reef and Daintree Rainforest

CAIRNS, QLD
•

Tourism Tropical North Queensland targets
Social Fun-seekers from Interstate markets
and Connectors from Intrastate markets1

•

Messaging used in marketing materials
stems from Tropical North Queensland’s
tagline: ‘Adventurous by nature’ and

positions Cairns as “the perfect entry point
for your tropical adventure”1
•

The region adopts a duel branding approach
with Tropical North Queensland positioned
to grow domestic markets and Cairns &
Great Barrier Reef for international and
business events markets 1
Images from Tourism Tropical North Queensland marketing brochures	
  

Sources: 1) Tourism Tropical North Queensland, Strategic Plan 2011-2015: TTNQ 2013/2014 Focus	
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The competition - Branding places Cairns as the ideal location for business
events
CAIRNS, QLD
•

Tourism Tropical North Queensland has pushed strongly for events and sports tourism over the
past few years. There is a particular focus on events
to fill the shoulder seasons to ensure
Gala Events
1
consistent visitation numbers throughout the...naturally
year exclusive
The combination of natural beauty, a warm tropical climate
and unique offsite venues ensures the WOW factor is already

•

The tag line “the natural place to meet” is reflected in events branding, with a focus on natural
assets as a point of diﬀerence for Cairns1
innovative theming companies and your gala event is only
limited by your imagination.

Cairns & Great Barrier Reef
The natural place to meet

Experiences

the award winning Cairns Convention Centre.

about tropical produce.

along the Cairns Esplanade.

on the lawns of Trinity Inlet.

The Great Barrier Reef.

Images from Tourism Tropical North Queensland marketing brochures	
  

Sources: 1) Tourism Tropical North Queensland, Strategic Plan 2011-2015: TTNQ 2013/2014 Focus	
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The competition - Recent imagery from RTO marketing focuses on the vibe of
Darwin as a ‘lively’, ‘tropical’ city
DARWIN, NT
•

Tourism Top End targets:1
–
–
–
–

Nature based and adventure experiences
Fishing and soft adventure
Cruise and conference market
Major events, particularly in shoulder
and wet seasons
– Defence force, mining and construction
sector (particularly with regard to VFR)

•

Messaging used in marketing materials
describes Darwin as a ‘lively’, ‘tropical’
and ‘sophisticated’ city. The Northern
Territory as a whole is marketed with
the tagline ‘Do the NT’.
Images from Tourism Top End website	
  

Sources: 1) Tourism Top End, Strategic Plan 2013-2015
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The competition - Recent imagery shows Port Douglas as a relaxing getaway, suitable
for couples and families

PORT DOUGLAS, QLD
•

Messaging used in marketing materials
positions Port Douglas as ‘the place to get
away to’, where ‘charm meets
sophistication’1

•

Primary motivations for visiting the region
were:2
–
–
–
–
–

Rest and relax
Visit the Great Barrier Reef
Beaches
Climate
Experience the natural environment

Images from Tourism Tropical North Queensland marketing brochures	
  

Sources: 1) Tourism Tropical North Queensland, Strategic Plan 2011-2015: TTNQ 2013/2014 Focus
2) Tourism Port Douglas and Daintree, Annual Report, 2011-12, quoting quarterly research from James Cook University 28

Darwin uses the regional tagline “Do Darwin”, to coincide with “Do the NT” –
this has been well-leveraged by industry
DARWIN, NT

“Do Darwin”
“Do the NT”

29

Cairns has also adopted a regional tagline in their advertising – “Adventurous
by Nature”
CAIRNS, QLD

30

Against this backdrop, the brand of Broome is in gradual decline
DESTINATION-BASED TOURISM SEARCHES ON GOOGLE 2005 - 2014

BROOME

CAIRNS

Sources: 1) Google Trends indices 2005-2014 – Travel searches originating from Australia including the specific destination name
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We need to regain brand momentum against our competition

CAGR in Google Travel Searches from Australia, 2006 - 2013
30%
25%
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10%
5%
0%
-5%
-10%
-15%

Broome

Kimberley

Bali

Cairns

Port
Douglas

Darwin

Sources: 1) Google Trends indices 2005-2014 – Travel searches originating from Australia including the specific destination name
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Product - Broome has a similar range of accommodation to Cairns and Port Douglas for
couples and families but a lower proportion of three star accommodation compared to
Darwin
Counts of accommodation – Couple

Counts of accommodation - Family

100%

100%

80%

80%

60%

60%
2 star

40%

3 star

2 star
40%

4 star
20%
0%

5 star

3 star
4 star

20%

5 star

0%

Note: Data is based on Wotif.com listings and does not include private holiday homes, caravan parks or unlisted B&Bs
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Stakeholders felt there are missed opportunities to increase the product
diversity in Broome
•

The majority of stakeholders believed the accommodation range is adequate

•

Due to the downturn in tourism, operators reported that number of operators has fallen
in recent years. In particular, product is lacking during the wet season

•

Several opportunities were highlighted to increase product diversity
–
–
–
–
–
–

More indigenous cultural tours (in close proximity to Broome)
Utilise the Dampier Peninsula more for shorter day trips
More activities on the beach
A greater variety in restaurants and small bars, particularly around Chinatown
Water park or safe swimming area
More events to attract visitors – camel racing, rodeos

•

An issue raised by some is the poor awareness of tours and activities before visitors arrive
in Broome

•

There is not enough packaging – industry needs to work together better
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Product - Broome has fewer activities specifically for families or younger
visitors compared to Bali and Cairns
Attractive to

Broome

Bali

Cairns

Darwin

Port Douglas

Families

Animal & bird
parks

Theme parks

Cableway
Nature/wildlife
Scenic railway

Younger

Adventure

Surfing
Watersport
Adventure
Hiking, trekking

Bungy
Rafting
Horse riding
Kayaking

Rafting
Skydiving
Watersports

Older

Fishing
Camel tours
Horizontal Falls
Scenic Flights
Cruises
Historical tours
Walking tours

Spas
Heritage sites
Traditional
villages
Golf

Drive
Fishing
Golf

Scenic flights
Spa

Fishing
Arts/Culture
WWII tourism

Spas/Wellness

All

Whale watching
Indigenous
experience
Events
Pearl tours
Lugger tours
Eco-tours

Sightseeing
Diving &
snorkeling
Shopping
Cuisine
Eco-tours

Cruise/sailing
Dining/
entertainment
Diving & snorkeling
Hot air ballooning

Oﬀ road/4WD
safaris
Shopping
Sightseeing
Whale watching

Markets
Dining
Shopping/
services
Events
Tours &
attractions

Tours/attractions/
activities
Diving/snorkeling
Restaurants/dining
Aboriginal culture
Shopping
Events
Eco tourism

Adventure

Red text indicates an activity that is unique to the location, based on what is marketed to do on visitor centre and
other tourism websites
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But has fewer hospitality and food service options to oﬀer and a much smaller
population base

Broome

Bali

Cairns

Darwin

Port Douglas

$1,964.50 couple
$2,590.50 family

$1,760.42 couple
$2,223.65 family

$1,211.38 couple
$1,595.00 family

$1,934.10 couple
$2,227.43 family

$1,565.69 couple
$2,064.62 family

No. accommodation
and food services
businesses in the
LGA4

78

3,542

664

311

144

Population of LGA4

16,031

4,220,000

162,740

78,684

11,577

Price3
(4 star accommodation
for one week in high
season)

Red text on previous slide indicates a common target market to competing destinations

Sources: 1) Broome - Tourism WA, ‘Broome Overnight Visitor Factsheet – YE Dec 2010/11/12 quoting Tourism Research Australia
IVS & NVS’ & BIA Passenger Survey, April 2013, Bali - http://www.thejakartapost.com/news/2013/07/20/ri-focus-five-majortourist-markets.html, The Jakarta Post, RI to focus on five major tourist markets, 20 July 2013, Cairns & Port Douglas - Tourism
Tropical North Queensland, Strategic Plan 2011-2015: TTNQ 2013/2014 Focus,	
  Darwin	
  -‐	
  Tourism Top End, Strategic Plan
2013-2015; 2) Marketing brochures & marketing materials provided by each destination; 3) wotif.com search for
accommodation during high season for each location; 4) ABS, 81650 Counts of Australian Businesses, including Entries and Exits
Jun 2008 to Jun 2012
5) Broome, Cairns Darwin- ABS, 2011 Census, estimated resident population at 30 June 2011, Bali – http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Bali, Port Douglas - http://economy.id.com.au/douglas, ABS 2012
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What does it all mean…

•

In terms of product mix and price point:
– We are most suited to to couples with higher disposable income
– More work will need to be done to make Broome relatively attractive for most
families

•

In terms of brand, we lack definition and leverage, and we don’t have well
defined target markets
– The majority of our current visual imagery is going up against other
destination’s strengths

•

Cut-through and marketing eﬃciency are critical because we are targeting
the same geographical markets as other competitors
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Current state of play – Access

Competition
Target markets
Brand

Product
Access
Experience

Current
Performance

Infrastructure
Industry

Leadership and governance
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While flight schedules to Broome in peak season are good, cost of air fares was
a significant issue for the majority of stakeholders

•

•

•

•
•

Flight schedules to Broome from Perth and the
East coast during peak season were reported as
strengths by stakeholders
Access to Broome from the East coast during the
low and shoulder seasons, when schedules are
more limited, was however a key barrier to
visitation
Across the interviews, the survey and the
forums, the cost of air access was stated as the
biggest issue preventing further growth in
Broome
Many stakeholders felt that there could be more
packaging around accommodation and flights
Some stakeholders believed a low cost carrier
could increase tourism to Broome

Cost of air fares to get to
Broome

56

Competition from other ‘value
for money’ destinations

42

Prices for accommodation in
Broome

Short tourism season

Prices for hospitality in Broome

n=741

30

21

18

Number of selections as a top 3
weakness

Sources: 1) Haeberlin Consulting Online Survey, February – March 2014 – Qu. What	
  do	
  you	
  think	
  are	
  the	
  most	
  important	
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weaknesses	
  of	
  Broome	
  tourism?	
  

Broome fares have risen while other destinations are more competitive

Average air fares for Broome vs. competing destinations
$650
$600
$550

SYD-‐BME	
  

Fares from Melbourne and Sydney to
Broome have risen sharply in recent years
MEL-‐BME	
  

$500
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$400

PER-‐BME	
  

$350

PER-‐Gold	
  Coast	
  

$300
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$200
$150
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Please note: Average airfare is in $AUD Dollars and excludes taxes and surcharges.
Sources: 1) Tourism WA 2013 presentation quoting IATA, Traﬃc Per O & D Report, Twelve Month Sum (YE
December 2007 – YE December 2012)
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A number of initiatives have been undertaken in the last few years to try to reduce air
fares by Tourism WA, BIA, ANW and the Broome Gateway Committee

•

In 2011, Tourism WA, BIA and ANW commissioned a report into the commercial potential of an
international service between Broome and Singapore

•

TWA and BIA have recently investigated options for a low cost carrier to Broome and met with low
cost carriers

•

Tourism WA and Qantas have an annual cooperative marketing agreement to promote the state
including Broome and Perth. The agreement was significantly expanded in 2013/14, with two
campaigns promoting Broome and Perth across the year in the domestic market

•

There is a perceived lack of transparency around the issue and this is exacerbating industry
frustration with lack of progress

•

The issue is not as straightforward as some operators perceive: the current economic environment
and financial pressures for airlines, and Broome’s population and industry base relative to other
destinations are all factors impacting the current situation
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Current state of play – Experience

Competition
Target markets
Brand

Product
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Leadership and governance
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Poor service was a common theme of feedback and rated as the sixth most
important weakness in the online survey
•

As the costs of getting to and staying in Broome can be high, service becomes even more critical
– “We need to improve the customer service that visitors receive from all businesses in Broome. Retail
and cafes and even taxi drivers need to be tourism aware. We should be providing the best experience
possible for visitors.”

•

Wet season experience is that of a town that wasn’t expecting anybody
– The “not open for business” attitude negatively impacts visitors’ perceptions of Broome
– “Our visitor experience in July and peak times is fantastic. There is a buzz and vibe in town that
needs to be carried on to other times of the year”

•

Little place-making, entry statements means that it’s a “where’s Chinatown” experience

•

Linkage between areas was poorly defined, easy to slip out of a “tourist area” without knowing you were
in it to start with
– The Jetty walkway was highlighted as a key initiative in this regard
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A skilled, customer-focused workforce is critical to improving the tourism
experience in Broome

•

A major driver behind poor service is the shortage of reliable, customer focused staﬀ in
Broome
–

•

“We’re very dependent on backpackers who don’t have local knowledge”

A number of strategies in the Broome Tourism Employment Plan (via the BTEA) will be key to
address many of these issues
–

“More young people in tourism traineeships to preserve the history, keep telling our stories and teach
others to appreciate this unique part of the world”
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A key weakness highlighted by many stakeholders was the lack of new or
refreshed tourism infrastructure in Broome

•

The key projects that could improve tourism and the experience in Broome
were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

•

Chinatown revitalisation
Better Port experience for tourists
Marina
Road to Cape Leveque
Major draw card – water park or safe swimming area
Centralised low-cost housing solutions for tourism workers

One gap that will need to be addressed is to reconcile the strategy (once
industry has carriage) with the Town Planning Scheme to ensure
alignment

1. Chinatown revitalisation – Several actions are already underway

Identified issues
• Lack of shade for locals and visitors in Chinatown
• Lack of atmosphere, with many shops closed
• Poor signage
• Visitors are ultimately disappointed by the experience
• Night markets could be held more regularly,
particularly during peak and shoulder seasons to
encourage tourists and locals to visit Chinatown
• The Shire Community Survey (Dec 2012), found that
35% of the Broome population would like to see
Chinatown redeveloped in the next 10 years

What’s already being progressed
• A key strategy in the Shire of Broome Strategic
Community Plan (2013-2023) is to develop &
implement a Chinatown Development Strategy
• The Development Strategy was adopted in February
2013 and includes working with stakeholders on a
heritage interpretation strategy, a jetty to jetty
walkway, signage and regular/occasional night
markets, among many other actions
• The Shire also has a Carnarvon Street Shade
Strategy in place
• Yawaru has developed a draft Jetty to Jetty Heritage
Walk Trail Interpretation Plan that is currently open
for comment
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2. Port – An independent study has already been completed on the future
infrastructure needs of Broome Port

Identified issues

What’s already being progressed

• Since 2000, the Port has experienced rapid growth in
the number of larger vessels, smaller cruise vessels and
very small boutique vessels servicing the cruise market

• In 2013, the Department of Transport, Department
of State Development & Broome Port Authority
undertook a study to assess the future demand and
infrastructure needs of the Broome Port

• The Port currently struggles to cope with the new,
larger ships with several thousand passengers1. Some
larger vessels (e.g. Voyagers of the Sea, Radiance of the
Sea and Celebrity Solstice) have been accommodated
in Port Headland

•

• Broome is ranked as a ‘Tier 2’ port under the West
Australian Cruise Shipping Strategic Plan 2012-2020,
with a vision to turn it to a Tier 1 port. It is estimated
this would cost around $5M to provide the secure
transit terminal and added security measures required2

•

• Broome Port expects the number of cruise ships will
increase in coming years1

•

The study found that support for maximum growth in
oil/gas vessels with some growth in cruise vessel visits
would result in the best outcomes for the port and for
Broome
A doubling of cruise vessel visits can be accommodated
whilst maximising the oil/gas vessel visits thus allowing
the tourism industry to continue to grow
Broome is also unlikely to be a turnaround port for large
cruise vessels in the foreseeable future due to its small
catchment population. There would be limited economic
benefit from any infrastructure upgrades to
accommodate these vessels2

• The Port expects that the transition to a Kimberley
Regional Port Authority will mean other northern
ports will be better positioned to and try secure a
share of the cruise shipping market1

1) ABC, Broome warned not to miss cruise ship market boat, 10 March 2014; 2)
Sources: 1) ABC, Broome warned not to miss cruise ship market boat, 10 March 2014; 2) Summary of Study provided by Tourism WA, March 2014
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3. Marina – The Shire intends to develop and implement a safe boat harbour in
Broome in the future

Identified issues
• Current boat facilities do not allow water-based
operators to load passengers or private yachts to moor

What’s already being progressed
• A key strategy in the Shire of Broome Strategic
Community Plan (2013-2023) is to develop &
implement a safe boat harbour for Broome

• Marine businesses are reportedly being held back by
current facilities
• The Shire Community Survey (Dec 2012), found that
20% of the Broome population would like to see a
marina developed in the next 10 years
• A safe launching area would allow a dinner cruise to
be oﬀered in Broome (several saw this as a missed
opportunity in Broome)
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4. Cape Leveque - The sealing of the road to Cape Leveque is slowly progressing

Identified issues

What’s already being progressed

4. Road to Cape Leveque
•

There is a clear opportunity to encourage visitors to
travel up the Dampier Peninsula – to view the
pristine bays, tourism activities (Indigenous tourism,
pearling, other attractions)

• Main Roads has already proposed to seal the
remaining 77.6km of the Cape Leveque Road and it
is anticipated that construction will take place in
2014-15 dry season and will take three to four
years. Aboriginal heritage approval was granted in
June 20121. The Department of Environment invited
the public for comment on their referral in Sept
2013

5. Water park or safe swimming area
•
•

Visitors/locals are unable to swim in the summer
months because of jelly fish. Water based activities
are limited during these months
The Shire Community Survey (Dec 2012), found that
22% of the Broome population would like to see a
major waterpark developed in the next 10 years

Sources: 1) Department of Environment, ‘Referral of Proposed Action’, September 2013
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6. Centralised low cost housing solutions for tourism workers

Identified issues
•

Several stakeholders commented that Broome is an
expensive town for tourism workers to live in and
there is a lack of aﬀordable housing

•

To encourage workers to move and work in Broome,
low cost housing solutions should be investigated

Sources: 1) xx

What’s already being progressed
• This is a new initiative and there is no known
initiative in place
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The tourism industry in Broome needs a reason to believe in the future

•

There is a range of sentiment about the future of Broome tourism, but in general the industry
is disillusioned with the current state of tourism in Broome
–

•

There’s a feeling that nothing is being done to improve the situation, even though actions may
be underway
–

•

“Tourism operators work hard to promote tourism in Broome, however they are currently disjointed
and working at cross purposes as individuals”

There’s a distinct correlation between proactivity and positivity among individual operators

There’s a need for ongoing dialogue, communication and cooperation across industry
–

“We need an increased number of forums and open and honest discussion that is not overtly
influenced by the big end of town”
– “All operators need to band together and work as a cohesive whole to promote the entire experience not just their own little part of it”
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There’s an opportunity for tourism operators to work more collaboratively to
grow tourism in Broome

•

•

The Broome tourism industry also needs to strengthen its indigenous relationships to grow
tourism together
–

“We don’t do it enough - cooperating and banding together. An indigenous operator may not have the
money to market itself but if it could coordinate with another business, we’d have a great future”

–

“We need to support the aboriginal families on the Peninsula to give them a chance… financial advice on
how to run a business, how to employ people and how to provide a standard tourists expect”

Beyond industry, there is also a need to make the broader community engaged in tourism
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Current state of play – Leadership and governance
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Leadership and governance

•

There is currently a vaccuum that needs to be filled
– No one owns the brand or the vision
– No one voice speaks for the industry
– The industry is fragmented and lacking in a common direction

•

There’s a lack of trust and a perceived lack of transparency

•

Need for new thinking and energy
–

•

“It’s the same people on every committee”

No agreed measures of success, and no vehicle to measure them
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Summary of the state of tourism in Broome

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

KEY STRENGTHS
Iconic destination
Cable Beach and the pristine beaches
Being the gateway to the Kimberley
Rich history & indigenous heritage
Natural environment & wilderness/nature based
experiences
Awareness of Broome & Kimberley in key target markets
Weather
Large range of accommodation in peak season
Some very professional tourism operators
Flight schedules during peak season

•
•
•

DRIVERS
Industry is engaged
Several strategies already underway
This project – aimed at turning around the state of
tourism in Broome

BARRIERS

WEAKNESSES
Short tourism season
The Broome brand needs to reflect the other strengths,
beyond Cable Beach
Not enough indigenous cultural experiences & activities for
families
Service from tourism and non-tourism businesses
Lack of new/refreshed tourism infrastructure
Businesses close in oﬀ peak season
Lack of leadership, no common vision

•
•
•
•
•
•

Cost of getting to Broome – flights & fuel
Cost of accommodation & hospitality
Flight schedules in oﬀ peak season
Competition from other “value for money”
destinations
Lack of trust in key stakeholder bodies
Finding the right staﬀ that are customer focused
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There was agreement about the core ingredients for a vision for tourism in
Broome

a	
  clear	
  way	
  forward	
  
	
  
get back to where we were
	
  
strong and representative
leadership
	
  
industry working together
	
  
making more of what we’ve
already got	
	
  
sustainable businesses

A future of long-term sustainable growth
and shared success, through
Leadership
Leverage
Alignment
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The vision in more detail…
A future of long-term sustainable growth and shared success, through
Leadership Leverage Alignment
What this means…
We have a leadership structure that is:

Leadership

Leverage

•
•
•
•

Representative of the tourism industry and other key stakeholder groups
Well defined in role, mandate and linkages
Transparent & accountable
Supported by all

We are leveraging a broader of range of current and future strengths for
Broome – our rich history and indigenous heritage, the Dampier Peninsula,
Cable Beach, nature-based experiences and access to the Kimberley
Industry and other key stakeholders will be aligned to a common vision

Alignment

Industry members, peak bodies and government at all levels are working
together to achieve the vision, presenting a common front and dealing with
different perspectives in a constructive manner
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To achieve this vision, the strategy must address

•

The lack of a brand or clearly defined target markets

•

The under-leveraged attributes of Broome
– Culture and history
– Linkage to Kimberley

•

Any disconnect between product, experience and target market expectations

•

The cost of access to Broome

•

The disparity between peak and oﬀ-peak seasons

•

Infrastructure gaps

•

A fragmented industry lacking in leadership
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The key initiatives to address these issues and achieve the vision sit under six
strategic pillars

A future of long-term sustainable growth and shared success, through
Leadership Leverage Alignment

Brand and
destination
marketing

Aviation

Develop new brand
and destination
marketing strategy for
Broome

Collaborative
approach to airlines to
create additional
routes to BME

Infrastructure

Visitor experience

Product and
events

Chinatown

Broome Tourism
Employment Plan

Event Calendar

Marina

Cultural/historical
experiences

Product packaging

New major tourist
feature – Water Park/
Safe swimming area

Community “Value of
Tourism” Program

Indigenous product
acceleration

Centralised low-cost
housing for workers

Leadership

Explore options for
new leadership
structure

Develop & execute
transition plan

Innovation fast-track
opportunities

RED TEXT INDICATES HIGHEST PRIORITY INITIATIVE
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To support these six pillars there are two enablement areas – we need to get
these right for the strategy to be successful

Industry
engagement

Knowledge
sharing
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Overview of the strategy – plan on a page

A future of long-term sustainable growth
and shared success, through

Overall measures:
Increase in leisure visitation
Increase in spend
Increase in visitor satisfaction

Leadership Leverage Alignment

KEY NITIATIVES

MEASURES

GOAL

Brand and
destination
marketing
A relevant and compelling
brand proposition for target
markets to engage with
and industry to leverage

Increase in Google Trends
index
Increase in visitation
Increase in spend

1. Develop new brand
positioning for Broome
based on research
2. Develop and implement
toolkit for industry to
leverage new brand
3. Destination marketing
aimed at target markets

Aviation

Increased accessibility to
Broome via air

Reduction in real terms of
cost of air access
Increase in leisure air
traffic to Broome

1. Develop a single and
collaborative approach to
carriers for increasing air
access to Broome,
highlighting roles for
government, airport, Shire
and industries

Infrastructure

Enhance the attractiveness
of Broome as a tourist
destination through
supporting and enabling
infrastructure

Meeting project delivery
milestones
Attracting funding for key
projects

1. Liaison with relevant
infrastructure strategy
owners to ensure tourism
perspective is maintained
2. Utilise overall tourism
strategy to attract new
infrastructure funding
partners

Visitor experience

Product and events

Deliver a high quality
experience that exceeds
the expectations of visitors

Establish a product mix
relevant to our target
markets and a vibrant
event calendar throughout
the year

Increase in visitor
satisfaction

1. Development of industry
service training scheme
2. Development of annual
Broome tourism excellence
awards
3. Execute BTEP
4. Visitor satisfaction survey
5. Community VoT program
6. Cultural and historical
development

Year on year increase in
number of events and
event visitation
Year on year increase in
non-accommodation
product mix, particularly
indigenous product
1. Develop product
innovation fast-track
program
2. Develop range of
product packaging
opportunities
3. Identify high-potential
indigenous products
4. Develop event calendar
ideas to stimulate industry
thinking

Leadership

A strong, accountable,
representative leadership
body that will drive the
Broome Growth Strategy
over the next 3 – 5 years

Decision on optimal
leadership model and
transition plan by mid 2015

1. Explore options for a
new leadership structure
2. Present worked risk/
benefit analysis to Broome
Tourism Group
3. Develop transition
plan to chosen
management model
4. Execute transition
plan
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A phased approach is recommended to generate quick wins and establish an
evidence base for the latter phases
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The vision and six pillars will be managed by a newly formed Broome Tourism
Group
A future of long-term sustainable growth and shared success, through
Leadership Leverage Alignment

Broome Tourism Group

Brand and
destination
marketing

Aviation

Develop new brand
and destination
marketing strategy for
Broome

Collaborative
approach to airlines to
create additional
routes to BME

Infrastructure

Visitor experience

Product and
events

Chinatown

Broome Tourism
Employment Plan

Event Calendar

Marina

Cultural/historical
experiences

Product packaging

New major tourist
feature – Water Park/
Safe swimming area

Community “Value of
Tourism” Program

Indigenous product
acceleration

Centralised low-cost
housing for workers

Leadership

Explore options for
new leadership
structure

Develop & execute
transition plan

Innovation fast-track
opportunities

RED TEXT INDICATES HIGHEST PRIORITY INITIATIVE
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Broome Tourism Group will be a key element to successfully delivering on the
vision

The group will:
• Comprise ten members:
– Five institutional members
• A representative of ANW, BIA, BVC, CCI and the Shire

– Five industry members
• Formal application process against selection criteria, evaluated by independent
committee

•

Operate across multiple levels of engagement
– Ownership of some strategies;
– Play a participation and linkage role across others; and
– Monitor and track the progress of others

•

Have an industry chair
– To be selected from the five industry members
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The six pillars in more detail…

The pages to follow detail the specific inititatives and actions required to
execute the strategies that support each pillar. The funding sources for each
strategy are suggested, but it will be for the Broome Tourism Group to work
through these strategies and determine the final funding model for each.
For each strategy, the linkage to other strategies has been identified. These
strategies are those owned by other stakeholders that should either inform, or
be informed by this strategy. A key role for the Broome Tourism Group will be
to maintain the necessary linkage, participation and linkage with these
external strategies.
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Strategic pillars in more detail – Brand and destination marketing
Brand and
destination
marketing

GOAL
A relevant and compelling brand proposition for target markets
to engage with and industry to leverage
MEASURES
% Increase in Google Trends index
% Increase in visitation
% Increase in spend
STRATEGIES
1. Develop new brand positioning for Broome based on
research
1. Commission research into different brand positions
and product offerings with target markets
2. Develop brand positioning and key messaging for
new brand position
3. Communicate to industry before finalisation
2. Develop and implement toolkit for industry to leverage new
brand
1. Extrapolate brand into different ways for individual
operators to leverage
2. Extend brand into potential activation initiatives
including social media, events etc
3. Destination marketing aimed at target markets
1. Develop new destination marketing strategy based
on new brand positioning and target market insights
2. Execute strategy, track progress and evolve based
on performance

Linkages
ANW Strategic Plan
BVC Strategic Plan
TWA Strategic Plan
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Strategic pillars in more detail – Brand and destination marketing

STRATEGIES

IMPLEMENTATION
Priority

Potential funding sources

Key actions / other comments

1. Develop new brand positioning for Broome based
on research
1. Commission research into different brand
positions and product offerings with target
markets
2. Develop brand positioning and key messaging
for new brand position
3. Communicate to industry before finalisation

High

ANW, TWA, KDC, Shire,
Industry

BT to present the brand to industry

2. Develop and implement toolkit for industry to
leverage new brand
1. Extrapolate brand into different ways for
individual operators to leverage
2. Extend brand into potential activation initiatives
including social media, events etc

Medium

ANW, TWA, BVC

Toolkit design should be industryled

3. Destination marketing aimed at target markets
1. Develop new destination marketing strategy
based on new brand positioning and target
market insights
2. Execute strategy, track progress and evolve
based on performance

High

ANW, TWA and Industry

Destination marketing strategy to
clearly outline roles and
responsibilties – ANW, BVC, Shire
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Strategic pillars in more detail - Aviation

Aviation

GOALS
Increased accessibility to Broome via air
MEASURES
% reduction in real terms of cost of air access
% increase in leisure air traffic to Broome – year on year
STRATEGIES
1. Develop a single, definitive and collaborative action plan for
increasing air access to Broome, highlighting roles for
government, airport, Shire and industries
1. Workshop with industries, BIA, Shire and TWA to
understand progress made to date and current
barriers and drivers to LCC takeup and additional
routes
2. Set action plan including investments/contributions to
be made by each party
3. Agree achievable milestones in first 12 months
4. Agree status reporting schedule

Linkages
BIA Master Plan
TWA Strategic Plan
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Strategic pillars in more detail – Aviation

STRATEGIES

IMPLEMENTATION
Priority

1. Develop a single, definitive and collaborative
action plan for increasing air access to Broome,
highlighting roles for government, airport, Shire
and industries
1. Workshop with industries, BIA, Shire and TWA
to understand progress made to date and
current barriers and drivers to LCC take-up and
additional routes
2. Set action plan including investments/
contributions to be made by each party
3. Agree achievable milestones in first 12 months
4. Agree status reporting schedule

High

Potential funding
sources
BIA, TWA, Shire, KDC,
Industry

Key actions / other comments
BIA to organise workshop

BIA to drive action plan and get
agreement on milestones and reporting
schedule, with support from TWA
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Strategic pillars in more detail - Infrastructure

Infrastructure

GOAL
Enhance the attractiveness of Broome as a tourist destination
through supporting and enabling infrastructure
MEASURES
Meeting project delivery milestones
Attracting funding for key projects
STRATEGIES
1. Liaison with BPA, KDC and Shire to ensure tourism
perspective is maintained in future planning around Port
1. Focus on better Port experience for tourists
2. Liaison and industry representation with Shire regarding key
redevelopments to ensure brand position is delivered
1. Chinatown
2. Entry statements
3. Liaison and industry representation with MRWA regarding
Cape Leveque road completion
4. Liaison and industry representation with Shire and KDC
regarding Marina development
5. Attract key investor for water park
1. Strategic land-use and pre-investment attraction
planning with Shire
2. Identify potential investment partners
3. Explore potential PPP models and incentives to
attract investment
6. Identify possible solutions to low-cost housing provision for
tourism workers
7. Reconcile detailed brand, product and infrastructure
requirements with Town Planning Scheme

Linkages
BPA Strategic Plan
DoT Strategic Plan
TWA Strategic Plan
KDC Regional Blueprint
Town Planning Scheme
Cruise Shipping Strategy
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Strategic pillars in more detail – Infrastructure

STRATEGIES

IMPLEMENTATION
Priority

Potential funding
sources

Key actions / other comments

1. Liaison with BPA, KDC and Shire to ensure tourism
perspective is maintained in future planning around
Port
1. Focus on better Port experience for tourists

Medium

FUNDED

Actual Port planning to be owned by
BPA

2. Liaison and industry representation with Shire
regarding key redevelopments to ensure brand
position is delivered
1. Chinatown
2. Entry statements

High

FUNDED

As per implementation plan in Shire
Chinatown Redevelopment Strategy.

3. Liaison and industry representation with MRWA
regarding Cape Leveque road completion

Medium

FUNDED

Cape Leveque road works managed
by MRWA. MRWA to liaise with BVC

4. Liaison and industry representation with Shire and
KDC regarding Marina development

Medium

PPP, Shire, KDC

Shire and KDC to liaise with waterbased tourism operators, Broome
Sailing Club, Broome Fishing Club

BT to provide input to Shire to ensure
the brand position is delivered
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Strategic pillars in more detail – Infrastructure

STRATEGIES

IMPLEMENTATION
Priority

Potential funding
sources

Key actions / other comments

5. Attract key investor for water park
1. Strategic land-use and pre-investment attraction
planning with Shire
2. Identify potential investment partners
3. Explore potential PPP models and incentives to
attract investment

Low

PPP, Shire, KDC

6. Identify possible solutions to low-cost housing
provision for tourism workers

Medium

Shire, KDC, PPP

BT to liaise with KDC and State
Government. Refer to BTEP for brief
overview

7. Reconcile detailed brand, product and infrastructure
requirements with Town Planning Scheme

Medium

N/A

Shire to liaise with BTas required
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Strategic pillars in more detail – Visitor experience

Visitor experience

GOAL
Deliver a high quality experience that exceeds the expectations
of visitors
MEASURES
Increase in visitor satisfaction
STRATEGIES
1. Development of industry service training scheme
1. Identify existing training programs for potential customisation
2. Rollout training scheme to industry
2. Development of annual Broome tourism excellence awards
1. Explore partnership with TripAdvisor or Urbanspoon to run
annual visitor-voted awards
2. Explore financial incentives to be provided – rates reduction,
cash prize
3. Execute BTEP through BTEA
4. Develop visitor satisfaction survey program
1. Develop survey instrument
2. Determine optimal delivery mechanism and analysis framework
5. Value of tourism program for Broome community
1. Develop key messages for VoT communication and
engagement program to get community understanding the
importance of delivering a strong visitor experience
2. Rollout program through industry champions
6. Cultural and historical development
1. Identify additional place-making, signage, activation
interpretation possibilities
2. Look to re-activate night markets as a focal point for getting
industry, locals and visitors engaging with culture and history

Linkages
BVC Strategic Plan
BTEP
TWA Strategic Plan
TWA Strategic Plan
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Strategic pillars in more detail – Visitor Experience

STRATEGIES

IMPLEMENTATION
Priority

Potential funding
sources

Key actions / other comments

1. Development of industry service training scheme
1. Identify existing training programs for potential
customisation
2. Rollout training scheme to industry

Medium

TWA, KDC

BT to liaise with TCWA

2. Development of annual Broome tourism
excellence awards
1. Explore partnership with TripAdvisor or
Urbanspoon to run annual visitor-voted awards
2. Explore financial incentives to be provided –
rates reduction, cash prize

Low

Shire, TWA, KDC

3. Execute BTEP through BTEA

High

TWA, KDC

BTEA to action. Funding needs to be
secured

4. Develop visitor satisfaction survey program
1. Develop survey instrument
2. Determine optimal delivery mechanism and
analysis framework

Low

BVC, Industry

BVC to develop survey instrument, then to
work with industry operators on delivery
mechanism
• Seek guidance on content of survey from
TWA Research Dept
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Strategic pillars in more detail – Visitor Experience

STRATEGIES

IMPLEMENTATION
Priority

5. Value of tourism program for Broome community
1. Develop key messages for VoT communication
and engagement program to get community
understanding the importance of delivering a
strong visitor experience
2. Rollout program through industry champions

Medium

6. Cultural and historical development
1. Identify additional place-making, signage,
activation interpretation possibilities
2. Look to re-activate night markets as a focal
point for getting industry, locals and visitors
engaging with culture and history

High

Potential funding
sources
Shire, CCI, KDC

Key actions / other comments
BVC and CCI to develop key messages

BVC and CCI to identify industry champions
Shire, Industry, KDC

As per implementation plan in Shire
Chinatown Redevelopment Strategy. Work
with Yawuru, Broome Historical Society,
Chinatown Action Group, Arts, Culture &
Heritage Advisory Committee.
BT to also liaise with Chinatown Traders
Association & Market Coordinators
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Strategic pillars in more detail – Products & events

Products & events

GOAL
Establish a product mix relevant to our target markets and a
vibrant event calendar throughout the year
MEASURES
Year on year increase in number of events and event visitation
Year on year increase in non-accommodation product mix,
particularly indigenous product
STRATEGIES
1. Develop product innovation fast-track program
1. Workshop with Shire and industry to identify product
innovation opportunities and process barriers
2. Develop a short-list of pre-approved product innovation
opportunities to market to industry and potential investors
2. Develop range of product packaging opportunities
1. Run product packaging “speed-dating” forum
2. Explore Broome-wide passes or key attraction package
3. Approach operators for their support
3. Identify high-potential indigenous products
1. Liaise with Yawuru, Liz Jack & WAITOC to identify highpotential products requiring development, or highpotential ideas requiring backing
2. Develop action plan
• Identify what support operators require to get
products/experiences market ready
4. Develop event calendar ideas to stimulate industry thinking
1. Focus on shoulder & off-season

Linkages
BVC Strategic Plan
Kimberley Science &
Conservation Strategy
WAITOC Strategic Plan
EventsCorp Regional Events
Scheme
Yawuru Cultural Management
Plan
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Strategic pillars in more detail – Products & events

STRATEGIES

IMPLEMENTATION
Priority

Potential funding
sources

Key actions / other comments

1. Develop product innovation fast-track program
1. Workshop with Shire and industry to identify
product innovation opportunities and process
barriers
2. Develop a short-list of pre-approved product
innovation

Medium

N/A

BT to organise workshop

2. Develop range of product packaging opportunities
1. Run product packaging “speed-dating” forum
2. Explore Broome-wide passes or key
attraction package
3. Approach operators for their support

Medium

BVC

BVC to drive

3. Identify high-potential indigenous products
1. Liaise with Yawuru, Liz Jack & WAITOC to
identify high-potential products requiring
development, or high-potential ideas
requiring backing
2. Develop action plan
3. Identify what support operators require to get
products/experiences market ready

High

N/A

BT to liaise with Yawuru, WAITOC, TWA (Liz
Jack)

4. Develop event calendar ideas to stimulate
industry thinking
1. Focus on shoulder & off-season

High

N/A

BT to liaise with EventsCorp
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Strategic pillars in more detail – Leadership

Leadership

GOAL
A strong, accountable, representative leadership body that will
drive the Broome Growth Strategy over the next 3 – 5 years
MEASURES
Decision made on optimal leadership structure and transition
plan by mid 2015

STRATEGIES

1. Explore options for a new leadership structure in more detail
1.

Explore options of new LTO working alongside BVC and
ANW; one of the existing organisations taking on full
responsibility for the Broome Growth Strategy; plus any other
possible leadership options

2. Present worked risk/benefit analysis to Broome Tourism
Group
3. Develop transition plan to chosen management model
4. Execute transition plan
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Strategic pillars in more detail – Leadership

STRATEGIES

IMPLEMENTATION
Priority

Potential funding sources

1. Explore options for a new leadership
structure in more detail
1. Options to include new LTO working
alongside BVC and ANW; one of the
existing organisations taking on full
responsibility for the Broome Growth
Strategy; plus any other possible
leadership options

Medium

KDC, TWA, ANW

2. Present worked risk/benefit analysis to
Tourism Industry Development Committee

Medium

KDC, TWA, ANW

3. Develop transition plan to chosen
management model

Medium

KDC, TWA, ANW

4. Execute transition plan

Medium

TBD

Key actions / other comments
Funding required for third party to
examine options in detail, review
existing organisations (constitutions,
boards, funding arrangements,
membership structures etc) and
develop transition plan
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Enablement actions

ACTIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
Priority

Industry
engagement

Knowledge
sharing

Funding sources

1. Industry forum to present the proposed
growth strategy and six pillars to industry
2. Recruit and induct new industry members to
the Interim Committee
3. Ongoing informal sundowners to facilitate cooperation and “co-optition”

High

TWA, KDC

High

TWA

Medium

BT

1. Establish process for independent collation of
monthly industry data and publication of
benchmarks
2. Establish links with TWA to understand
release of key metrics and research
3. Establish process for strategic progress
reporting and publication of the strategic
dashboard

Medium

Key actions / other
comments

Liaise with TWA
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APPENDICES
•
•
•

List of stakeholders interviewed
Additional information on accommodation pricing in Broome vs. competing destinations
Additional information on the demographics of visitors to Cairns, Darwin and Port Douglas
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List of stakeholders interviewed
Broome Broome Car Rentals

Discover West Holidays

Cable Beach Club Resort & Spa
Cygnet Bay Pearls
Eco Beach Broome Resort
North Star Cruises Australia Pty Ltd
Roebuck Bay Caravan Park

Gail Gower Consulting
Kadar Pearson & Partners
Kimberley Aviation Pty Ltd
King Leopold Air
Kooljaman at Cape Leveque - Accommodation

Willie Creek Pearls
Australia's North West
Blue Seas Resort

Malcolm Douglas Crocodile Park
Pearle of Cable Beach, The
Qantas

Broome & The Kimberley Holidays
Broome International Airport

Red Sun Camels
Shire of Broome
Zanders at Cable Beach
Palm Grove Caravan Resort
Mantra

Great Escape Charter Company, The
Habitat Resort Broome
Kimberley Quest
Linneys
Paspaley Cable Beach Polo
Roebuck Bay Hotel
Seashells Broome
Virgin Airlines
Absolute Ocean Charters
Broome Hovercraft
Broome-Time Lodge
Broome's Pearling Lugger Experience, Intombi
Broome Chamber of Commerce
Broome Ports
Cable Beachside Villas
Kimberley Media

Kimberley Performing Arts Council
Shinju Matsuri
Kimberley Science and Conservation Strategy
Cocos Beach Bungalows
Broome Whale Watching (Sentosa)
Tourism WA
Broome Visitor Centre
Uptuyu Aboriginal Adventures
Australia’s North West
Yawaru
Ponant
Direct North
Woodside
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For couples, in both low and high season, Broome has similar pricing to Darwin
but is significantly higher than Cairns across all star ratings

High season - average price per couple - 1 week stay
$3,000

5 Star

4 Star

3 Star

2 Star

1 Star

Low season - average price per couple - 1 week stay
$3,000

$2,500

$2,500

$2,000

$2,000

$1,500

$1,500

$1,000

$1,000

$500

$500

$0
Broome

Bali

Cairns

Darwin

Port
Douglas

• Although Bali average prices do not appear to be low,
the volume of accommodation options means there are
several choices of cheaper accommodation for all star
ratings

5 Star

4 Star

Broome

Bali

3 Star

2 Star

1 Star

$0
Cairns

Darwin

Port
Douglas

• Bali prices average much higher for 5 stars, but drop
lower than other locations for 3 stars and below

Note: Data is based on Wotif.com listings and does not include private holiday homes, caravan parks or unlisted B&Bs
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For families, Broome is an expensive proposition during peak season

High season - average price per family - 1 week stay
$6,000

5 Star

4 Star

3 Star

2 Star

1 Star

Low season - average price per family - 1 week stay
$6,000

$5,000

$5,000

$4,000

$4,000

$3,000

$3,000

$2,000

$2,000

$1,000

$1,000

$0
Broome

Bali

Cairns

Darwin

Port
Douglas

• Broome has the highest prices during the high season
for accommodation for a family of four, and lacks
options below 3 stars

5 Star

4 Star

Broome

Bali

3 Star

2 Star

1 Star

$0
Cairns

Darwin

Port
Douglas

• The price diﬀerence between locations is not as large
during the low season. Broome is comparable to Bali
and Darwin, but Cairns and Port Douglas are cheaper
for family options

Note: Data is based on Wotif.com listings and does not include private holiday homes, caravan parks or unlisted B&Bs
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Who is visiting Cairns?
Over half of domestic visitors are on holiday, with adult couples accounting for just
under a third of visitors

CAIRNS, QLD
Primary reason to travel –
domestic overnight visitors1

Travel Party – domestic overnight visitors1

Age – domestic overnight visitors1

6%

12%

12%

17%
56%
21%

Holiday
Visiting friends or relatives

Adult couple: 32%

Family: 25%

Single: 17%

38%

15-24

Friends/Relatives: 18%

Business

25-44

38%

45-64

Origin – domestic overnight visitors1

Other
Origin – domestic overnight visitors1

%

65+

%

Brisbane region

13%

Regional QLD

38%

Total Intrastate

51%

NSW

19%

Total Interstate

49%

Victoria

20%

Sources: 1) Tourism and Events Queensland, Cairns Tourism Profile, YE Dec 2009/2010/11/12 quoting Tourism Research Australia
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Who is visiting Cairns?
90% of international visitors are on holiday, with travellers from Asia accounting for
just over a third of visitors

CAIRNS, QLD
Primary reason to travel –
international overnight visitors1

Travel Party – international overnight
visitors1

Age – international overnight
visitors1

4%
3%
4%

9%

22%

28%

Adult couple: 33%

Single: 37%
41%

90%
Holiday
Visiting friends or relatives

Family: 12%

15-24

Friends/Relatives: 15%

25-44

45-64

65+

Business
Other

Origin Top 3 – international
overnight visitors1

%

Asia

34%

Continental Europe

25%

North America

16%

Sources: 1) Tourism and Events Queensland, Cairns Tourism Profile,YE Dec 2009/2010/11/12 quoting Tourism Research Australia
90
IVS & NVS’’	
  	
  

Who is visiting Darwin?
Over a quarter of visitors are travelling for business and visiting friends and relatives

DARWIN, NT
Primary reason to travel –
domestic overnight visitors1

Travel Party – domestic overnight visitors1

Age – domestic overnight visitors2

5%
24%
29%

13%

39%

Adult couple: 25%

28%

Single: 28%
35%

27%
Holiday
Visiting friends or relatives

Family: 15%

15-24

Friends/Relatives: 19%

25-49

50-64

65+

Business
Other

Origin – domestic overnight visitors1

%

NT

27%

VIC

18%

QLD

16%

Sources: 1) Tourism Research Australia, National Visitor Survey: Regional Tourism Profile Darwin, 2012-13
2) Roy Morgan, Darwin Regional Report, 2011	
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Who is visiting Darwin?
The top three international origins of visitors are European countries and over half of
visitors are singles

DARWIN, NT
Primary reason to travel –
international overnight visitors1

Travel Party – international overnight
visitors1
Origin Top 3 – international
overnight visitors1

11%
8%
10%

Adult couple: 23%
71%

Holiday
Visiting friends or relatives

Family: 5%

Single: 58%

%

UK

14%

Germany

12%

France

9%

Friends/Relatives: 10%

Business
Other

Sources: 1) Tourism Research Australia, National Visitor Survey: Regional Tourism Profile Darwin, 2012-13
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Who is Darwin’s focus?
Tourism Top End credits a focus on cruise shipping with growth in visitor centre
numbers

DARWIN, NT
•

Darwin’s Visitor Centre saw an 11% increase in visitor numbers from 2011 to 2012. Tourism Top
End attributes this growth the a strong demand and support from visiting cruise ships1

•

On oﬀer to cruise ship passengers on arrival in Darwin:1
–
–
–

•

Visitor Centre volunteers meet and greet cruise passengers at the arrivals terminal and supply maps and
guides of Darwin and surrounds
A shuttle service (paid for by visitors) operates from the cruise ship terminal to the Visitor Centre in the
CBD
Significant investment has been made in the port facilities. The Darwin Waterfront Precinct features a
pedestrian walkway (Skywalk) from the cruise ship terminal to the Visitor Centre in the CBD

Tourism Top End coordinates famils with ground handlers to build product awareness and runs
educational seminars for tourism operators and ground handlers. The RTO also coordinates preand post-cruise season meetings with the tourism industry to feedback on the previous season
and plan for the upcoming season, in order to match product to consumer demand1

Sources: 1) Tourism	
  Top	
  End,	
  Annual	
  Report,	
  2012	
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Who is visiting Port Douglas? Age of respondents
As shownholiday
in Figuremakers
3, the main
age groups
respondents for Q
Travel to
Party
Visitors
Port Douglas are primarily
travelling
as a of
couple

years (29.6% compared to an annual average of 19.5% in 2011

Respondents’ travel party composition is illustrated in Figure 4. Respondents travelled
followed
by in
30-39 2years
(21.6%,
compared
to an annual aver
mainly
as couples
compared
to from
51.9%
2011
and annual
average
from
NSW
shows an(49.1%;
increase.
A majority
of domestic
NSW Qrt
shows
visitors
an travelled
increase.
from
A majority
Victoriaofofdomestic visitors tra
20.7%
Qrt 2 (22.6%;
2011) and
50-59with
(16%;
compared
an annual av
38.7% inNew
2011)
followed
by
travelling
with (47.7%),
friends
compared
15.8%
in Qrt 2 to(17.4%).
(47.7%),
South
Wales
(28%)
and
Queensland
(17.4%).
New
South
Wales
(28%)
and
Queensland
PORT
DOUGLAS, QLD
andin15%
Qrtfamily
2 2011).
2011 and an annual average of 14.8%
2011)inand
with children (6.6%; compared
17.3% in Qrt 2 2011 and an annual average of 16% in 2011).
Primary reason to travel –all
Travel Party – all visitors1
Age – all visitors1
visitors1
11%
8%

Figure 1: Origin of Domestic respondents (%)

Figure 1: Origin of Domestic respondents (%)

81%
Holiday
Visiting friends or relatives

Figure 4: Travel party of respondents (%)

Figure 3: Age of respondents (%)

Income and budget

Origin – domestic visitors1 (53% of
%
Origin – international visitors1 (47%
total visitors)
total visitors)
Figure 5 illustrates the income
of respondents. Respondents with anof income
bracket of

Other

Greater than $85,000 comprised
the largest segment (23%);48%
compared
to 23.9%
VIC
UK and
Ireland in Qrt 2
2011 and an annual average of 23.6% in 2011) per annum were the largest group.

%
24%

NSW

28%

Europe

23%

QLD

17%

North America

17%

Figure1)2:Tourism
Origin
ofDouglas
International
respondents
(%) 2011-12,
Figure
2: Origin
of International
respondents
Sources:
Port
and Daintree,
Annual Report,
quoting
quarterly
research from James
Cook University
94(%)

Bali uses the “Wonderful Bali” tagline in its marketing

BALI, INDONESIA

“Wonderful Bali”
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Who is Port Douglas’ focus?
The Local Tourism Organisation aims to increase overnight trips to the Daintree and
Cape Tribulation without damaging the large daytrip market to Port Douglas

PORT DOUGLAS, QLD
•

Key goals for Tourism Port Douglas and
Daintree:1

Domestic

International

Business
travel

Main markets1	
  

VIC
NSW
QLD – SE
Regional

NZ
North
America
UK
Germany
France

US
Asia
NZ
Australia

Secondary
markets1	
  

SA
WA
Local

China
Russia
Canada
Netherlands

– Increase visitation from Victoria, NSW, SE
Queensland and regional Queensland
– Market Daintree and Cape Tribulation as
overnight destinations, with Active
Explorers and Social Fun Seekers markets,
but continue promotion of the large day
visitor market

Recognised niche markets within segmentation:1
Connectors

Unwinders

Active Explorers

Weddings
Families
Couples

Couples
High end
Families
Honeymooners

Divers
Snorkeling
Bird watchers

Backpackers
Adventurers
Eco

Sources: 1) Tourism Port Douglas and Daintree, Annual Report, 2011-12

Social funseekers

Stylish
travelers

Backpackers
Couples
Singles

High end
Eco
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